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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain formulas for the degrees of the projective 
indecomposable modules in characteristic 2 of the groups S&(29 and SU3(29. 
Some information is also obtained about the first Cartan invariant. In a previous 
paper [I] results of this type were obtained for the groups &4,z(2~) and Sp,(29. 
The methods used here are similar. 
Before stating the results we introduce some notation which will be used 
throughout the paper. 
q = qm = 2”. 
G = G, is either SL,(q) or SU3(q). 
% = Y?$ cm) is the trivial irreducible Brauer character for the prime p = 2 of 
G,,, . @+ = a&m1 is the corresponding projective indecomposable character and 
cm& = c$$) is the corresponding Cartan invariant. 
THEOREM A. 
@km)“,(l) = 23”(6n2 - 5”). 
A proof of Theorem A is given in Section 7. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem A one gets 
COROLLARY A. 
Q2”Q( 1) = 23m(6na + 5”) @,m)( 1). 
* The first author was supported by the Canada Council and the second author was 
partially supported by NSF contract GP-33591. Both authors wish to express their thanks 
to the IHES for their hospitality during the spring of 1977 when part of this work was done. 
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The formula in Corollary A is somehow related to the fact that ,SUa(2m) is 
a twisted version of SL3(22m). 
Section 8 contains formulas for the degrees of the other projective indecompos- 
able characters for the groups SL,(p) and SU&). 
We have not been able to compute ~$7) explicitly but the following result is 
proved in Section 7. 
THEOREM B. 
ha) 
lim 5+- > 1 m+m 9m ’ . 
Since the order of an &-group of SUa(29 or SL3(2m) is 8”, Theorem B 
shows that these groups are also, for sufficiently large m, counterexamples to 
the conjecture that the Cartan invariants of a finite group in characteristic p 
are bounded by the order of an S,-group. 
The results in Section 7 show that, as in the case of the groups Suz(2”) and 
SP,(~“), in some sense the structure of an indecomposable projective character 
gets more complicated as the structure of the corresponding irreducible character 
gets simpler. For instance, we show in that section that certain Cartan invariants 
are easily computed in contrast to the case of c,, . 
2. NOTATION 
F, is the field of cardinality q. K is the algebraic closure of F, . 
u is the Frobenius automorphism of K or of any subfield. Thus a0 = a2 for 
aEK. 
Let H be a subgroup of S&(K). If M is a K[H] module then Mu is the module 
obtained by letting h E H act on Mu as ha acts on M. Let M* denote the contra- 
gredient module. If H is finite and ‘p is the Brauer character afforded by M then 
M* affords 9, where the bar denotes complex conjugation. 
1 or lx denotes the trivial character or Brauer character of any finite group H. 
I’ is the Steinberg character of SJ&(~~) or SUs(29. The values of I’ are given 
in Tables I and II. 
If OL and /l are complex-valued class functions defined on the finite group H let 
Define 11 01 \I2 = (01, a). 
If 0 is a Brauer character of G = S&(29 or SU3(2”‘) then (r, 0) is defined 
since r vanishes on all 2-singular elements of G. 
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TABLE I 
G = LX&q), q = 2” 
Number of classes 
l 
Characteristic values” Order of centralizer WI Odd m Even r 
a, 4 a 9w - l)W - 1) 1 3 P3 
a, a, b 4w - lk - 1) q-2 q--4 4 
a, h (Q - 1Y 




a, a”, cd; a E F 
a3 - F* q3+q+ 1 
q2 + 4 q3i-q-2 
3 3 
1 
a, c-8, a; a E F - F 
2 * 
qa - 1 q2 - 4 q= - 9 - 
2 2 
-1 
Q a, b, c are distinct elements in F, . 
TABLE II 
G = SU,(q), q = 2”’ 
Number of classes 
Characteristic values” Order of centralizer m Even m Odd 
0, a, a !7%2” - w f 1) 1 3 8 
a, 0, b 9w - m + 1) 4 q-2 Q 
a, d, u--l--p- a # a’ cl + I)* 
q2 - Q q3-q++ 
2 6 6 
-1 
a, (IQ’, cd: a E F a3 - FQa q’ - q + 1 
4= - 9 42-q-2 
3 3 
-1 
a, a-@, up--l q2 - 1 




If go is an irreducible Brauer character of G = SL8(2m) or SUs(29 then it is 
well known that 
If S is any set and I _C S let I’ = S - I denote the complement of I in S 
and let 1 I 1 denote the cardinality of I. 
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3. THE BRAUER CHARACTERS 
Let G, = S&(K). Let M be the 3-dimensional K[G,] module underlying 
the natural representation of G, . For G = .!%a(~) or SUs@), G 6 S&(K). Let 
‘p = v0 denote the Brauer character afforded by the restriction Mc . Define vi 
inductively by r+~+i = via. 
LEMMA 3.1. If G = SIY~(~~) then i = pi,.,,, for all i. 
Proof. This follows from the definition by direct computation. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) vi2 = 2E + vi+i. 
(ii) P)& = 1 + ri , where ri is an irreducible Brauer character. 
(iii) ri2 = 4 + 2ri + ri+l + 2(9i~i+i + P)iVi+I)- 
Proof. (i) This is a direct computation. 
(ii) It is only necessary to show that ri is irreducible. Thus by restriction 
it suffices to prove the result in case 4 = 2. If  p = 2 then Tables I and II imply 
that I’ is the Steinberg character and so is an irreducible Brauer character. 
(iii) This is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii). 
Let 
S = {(i, j) 1 0 < i < m - 1,j = 0 or 1). 
Define a bijection T: S + S by (i, j)’ = (i, jl) for j # j’. A subset / of S is 
symmetric if J’ = J. I f  J is symmetric then it is the union of pairwise disjoint 
symmetric sets which each have cardinality 2. 
Define 
- 
Ri.0) = ‘Pi * W.1) = ‘Pi 
and if 1 C S then v, = nu,nEr v(i.9) . 
Define 
hi.d = VliJ) 9 
#l=ri=~)i+i--l, for I = {(i, 0), (i, l)), 
*.I = fl *I, 9 if J = u 1, , 1, = {(s, O), (s, l)), 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G = SL,(2”) or SU3(2m). Then {#I / I C S> is the set of all 
irreducible Brauer characters of G. Furthermore $Jr = $J, & = 1, and & = r 
is the Steinberg character of G. 
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Proof I f  m = 1 then it is easily seen that each $I is irreducible. Since G has 
exactly four irreducible Brauer characters in this case by [2], the result follows. 
Thus the result follows in general from the tensor product theorem. See [2]. 
The fact that 4ps = I’ is an immediate consequence of the fact that vJ( 1) < I’( I) 
for J g S. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If J-C S then (r, qJ) = (I’, #.,) = S,, . 
Proof. By definition qua - #J is a sum of B rauer characters each of which is 
a product of strictly less than 1 S 1 Brauer characters v(i,i) . This implies the 
result. 
4. SOME GRAPHS 
We will define two directed graphs Q = $,, and B = a,, which will 
correspond to SL,(2”) and SUs(2”“), respectively. In each case the set S defined 
in Section 3 is the set of vertices. 
For the graph 6 = 8, it is convenient to identify {(i, 0) 1 0 < i < m - 1) 
and {(i, 1) / 0 < i < m - I} each with Z/mZ by sending (i, j) to (i(mod m), j). 
The edges are then given by 
(i,j)-+(it- l,ih 
(i, j) -+ (C i’> for j #f. 
The graph 8 may be visualized as follows. 
The bijection T interchanges the two circles by interchanging the pair of vertices 
on each half diameter. 
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For the graph 5 = sj, it is convenient to identify S with Z/2mZ by sending 
(i, 0) to i(mod 2m) and (i, 1) to i + m(mod 2m). The edges are then given by 
i-t;+ 1, 
i--+&m. 
The graph !+j may be visualized as follows. 
mt 
m 
The bijection 7 is the reflection through the origin. 
The graph fi, may be derived from the graph @am by identifying the inner 
circle with the outer circle after a rotation of 180”. 
It follows from the definitions that in both cases 7 is an incidence-preserving 
map of the graph onto itself and for any vertex i, i -+ i7 is an edge. In both cases 
we will let S denote the set of vertices. 
Let 53 = 6 or 5. A path $3 in 53 is a set of vertices is ,..., i, and edges itPI + i, 
for 1 < t < k such that i, # i, for s # t except possibly for (s, t} = (0, K). 
The set of all vertices in ‘p is the support of ‘$3. 
A path ‘J3 in 53 is closed if ‘$3 contains at least one edge, for each vertex i at 
most one of the edges i --f i7, i+ ---f i is in ‘p, no edge occurs more than once, 
and for each ordered pair of vertices i, j in !$3 there exists a path from i to i in ‘;p. 
A subset I of S is circular if it is the union of pairwise disjoint subsets, each of 
which is the support of a closed path. 
If 53 = 6, let E = {(i, 0) 1 i = O,..., m - l} C S. Thus E and E’ are both 
circular. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I be a circular subset of S with I # S. Then the following hold. 
(i) For each vertex v, at least one of v  or v* is in I. 
(ii) I is not the union of two pairwise disjoint circular sets. 
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(iii) There is a unique closed path Cp with support I. 
(iv) If v and v7 are in I then either v -+ vr or VT -+ v is in ‘$3. 
(v) If I’ is also circular then K = G, and I = E OY E’. 
Proof. (i) Suppose not. By changing notation it may be assumed that 
(0, t) #I for t = 0, 1. Choose (i, tl), ( j, tz) E I with j < i. Then there is clearly 
no path from (i, tl) to (j, tz) whose support is contained in I. 
(ii) By (i) a circular set contains at least m elements. Since j I / < 2m 
the result follows. 
(iii) and (iv). Since I # S it follows from (i) that there exists v  E I with 
v7 4 I. Starting with v  we will construct the path !J! and show that it is uniquely 
determined. Suppose that w E I with v  # w and the subpath Cp,, of ‘@ from v  to 
w has been constructed. If  w7 -+ w is in ‘p,, or w7 4 I then ‘p must contain the 
unique edge, distinct from w + WI, which emanates from w. If  w7 E I and 
WI + w is not in !&, then w + wT must be in $J since otherwise w7 cannot be 
in the support of !$ as v7 4 I. Hence !@ is uniquely determined by I and the 
construction of $3 implies that statement (iv) holds. 
(v) If  I’ is circular then ( I ( = / I’ j = m by (i) and no edge of the form 
v  -+ v7 is in the unique path with support I. I f  fi = g,m this is clearly impossible. 
If  A = 8, then I = E or E’ as was to be shown. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let I be a circular subset of S with I # S and let Cp be the unique 
closed path with support I. 
(i) If 3 = 8, then there exists an integer t 2 0 such that !@ has exactly 2t 
edges of the form v -+ v7, j I ( = m + 2t, and 1 I n IT 1 = 4t. 
(ii) If si = $3, then there exists an integer t 3 0 such that Ip has exactly 
2t+ ledgesoftheformv+vT,jIj =m+2t+ l,andlInIT1 =2(2t+ 1). 
Proof. (i) Since I # S there exists o E I with o+ 6 I by Lemma 4.1(i). Let !J3 
be the closed path with support I beginning at v. There must be an even number, 
say 2t, of edges of the form w -+ w7 to get back to v. Then 1 In IT 1 = 4t by 
Lemma 4.l(iv) and 1 II = m + 2t by Lemma 4.1(i). 
(ii) Identify S with Z/2mZ. Since I # S there exists i E I with i - 1 4 I. 
Hence i + m = i7 --f i is an edge in $3. It is easily seen that there must be an 
even number, say 2t, of edges of the form j -+ f  in any path from i to i + m. 
Thus ‘p has 2t + 1 edges of the form j + j7. Then 1 In IT j = 2(2t + 1) by 
Lemma rl.I(iv) and 1 I / = m + 2t by Lemma 4.1(i). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let J = J’ be a symmetric subset of S with J # S. Suppose that 
either R = 6, and 1 J 1 = 0 (mod 4) OT R = &, and / J I = 2 (mod 4). 
(i) If (i, s) E S - J then there exists a unique circular set I with (i, s) E I 
andInIT = J. 
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(ii) There exist exactly two circular sets I, , Iz with Ii n Ij’ = J. F&termoye 
II’ = I, . 
Proof. (i) We will define a circular set I with I n I7 = J and (i, s) E I and 
a closed path with support I as follows. We begin by setting (i, s) ~1. Let 
( j, t) E I and let t # t’. 
(a) If(j,t)$Jput(j+l,t)~Iand(j,t)+(j+l,t)into’$. 
(b) If(j,t)~Jand(j,t’)+(j,t)isin’@put(j+l,t)~Iand(j,t)-+ 
(j + 1, t) into 5lI. 
(c) If(j,t)EJand(j,t’)~(j,t)isnotin~put(j,t’)EIand(j,t)~ 
(j, t’) into !IX 
If St = 0, then by assumption p has an even number of distinct edges of 
the form ( j, t) + ( j, t’). Thus (i, s’) $1 and so Cp is closed and I is circular. 
If R = &,, then by assumption p has an odd number of distinct edges of the 
form (j, t) --f (j, t’). Thus (i, s’) $1 and also in this case-v is closed and I is 
circular. 
It is clear that the conditions (i, s) E I and I n P = J force one of the steps 
(4, @I, ( ) d I or c an so is uniquely determined. 
(ii) Choose (i, s) E S - J. By (i) there exists a unique set I = I1 with 
I1 n Ii7 = J. Clearly I, = I17 # I and 1, n Ia7 = J. This proves the assertion. 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) The number of symmetric sets J = J’ with 1 J 1 = 2k is (E). 
(ii) The number of circular sets I with 1 In I7 1 = 2k and I # S is 2(p), 
provided that either G = SLs(29 and k is even or G = SUs(29 and k is odd. 
Proof. (i) The number of symmetric sets J with 1 J 1 = 2k is equal to the 
number of ways of choosing k 2-elements sets {(j, 0), (j, 1)) in S. This is 
clearly (F). 
(ii) By (i) there are (E) choices for I n 1’ and so by Lemma 4.3(ii) there are 
2(p) choices for I. 
If J := J’ is a symmetric subset of S let 
F(J) = @ I (is 0) E II. 
Thus 2 I F(J>I = I J I- 
THJIOREM 4.5. Let I# # I $ S. 
(i) #1 is a constituent of t,b” if and only if I is kther circular or symmetric. 
(ii) I f  I is either circ&r or symmetric, the multipZicity of I,!Q as a constituent 
of *I= is 2 t m-u+) I. 
481/63/1-10 
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Proof. By definition 
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?h = n 9)k.t) II G . (i.t)EI-17 HWnP) 
Thus if t’ # t then Lemma 3.1 implies 
#I” = J.-I ch,t’) + V(i+1.d 
ci.tm-17 
x l-I (4 + 2rj + r,+1+ %Jm+1+ Gal- 
ieF(InI’) 
If this expression is expanded then by Lemma 3.3, +I cannot be a constituent 
of any monomial term which involves p2 (i,t) or ~,~)r~ for any (i, t), = by Len 
3.1 such a term is a linear combination of tiJ with 1 J 1 < 1 I I. Similarly r+~(~,~‘) 
cannot occur if (i, t) E I - 17. Thus it suffices to find the multiplicity of +I in 
0 = r-I W+1.t) n. PC + r5+1+ &-wJ~+l+ w?3+1)* 
(i,t)EI-IT joF(InJ? 
Suppose that I - I7 = +. Thus I = IT and 
Since I # S it follows that only the term &r 2I’j = 29r needs to be con- 
sidered and the result is proved in this case. Now assume that I - F # $. 
If (i, t) E I - P and (z’ + 1, t) #I - I7 then for a monomial involving #I to 
exist we must have i + 1 EF(I n IT) and we must use the term 2q-~(~+~,~)qq~+s,~) . 
Continuing in this way we see that the only possible monomial is 
4 = n fP(i+1.t) n &-%+1.t’P(i+1.t’) - 
(i.tEI-If i+leFUnJ’) 
Here 1,4r is not a constituent of I@ if I is not circular. If, however, I is circular 
then 0, = 21F(rnJ’)I#I. The proof is complete. 
5. PROPERTIES OF THE STEINBERG CHARACTER 
Let G = SI.&) or SU,(q). Define 
l =l if G = S&(q), 
E = --I if G = &Y,(q). 
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Let A be a cyclic subgroup of order 4” - 1 of G. Define 
A+ is the subgroup of order Q + l of A, 
A- is the subgroup of order 4 - E of A, 
A,=A-(A+uA-). 
Let 2 be the center of G. Then Z C A-. Furthermore 1 Z 1 = (3, 4 - P). 
More explicitly 
IZI = 1 if m is odd and G = SL,(2”) 
or m is even and G = SU3(2m), 
IZI=3 if m is even and G = SL3(29 
or m is odd and G = SUs(2”). 
Lemma 5.1. (i) lAG = r2 - EC 
(ii) r -j- ~1 G vanishes on A - A-. 
Proof. This follows directly from Tables I and IT. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 7 be a complex-valued class fumtion on G. Then 
r2, 7) = 4c 7) + UA 9 7.4).4 *
If furthermore 7 is a character with Z in the kernel of 7 then 
p2, T7) = (C 7) + 7(l) I z I Q + (I”- 9 7‘4& - 
Proof. The first equation follows directly from Lemma 5.1 and Frobenius 
reciprocity. Therefore 
(P, Q> = 4r2, 7) + (IA 9 r7al4 = K 7) + (1.4 3 v+ 4 7a)a - 
By Lemma 5.1(i) 
(IA 3 (r + 47A)A = -&- [w + 4 7(l) I z I + (cl + 4 c 
XGA--Z 
74 
= * [ 17(l) I z I kS + E - 4 - 
4 + (4 + 4 c 74 
XEA- 
= 7(l) 1 ’ 1 !? + tlA- 9 &A- * 
The result follows. 
COROLLARY 5.3. (i) (Y2, r) = 1 Z )q i- 1. 
(ii) (~2,~)=941Zl+~l~Z++~lZl+q+~. 
Proof. Let 7 = lG and Fin Lemma 5.1. 
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6. SOME INNER PRODUCTS 
LEMMA 6.1. Let I, J be subsets of S. Then 
Furthermore 
(C h#J) = 0 if IvJfS 
=I ;f I u J = S, I n J = 4 (i.e., J = I’) 
=o ;f InJ=& InJ 
is neither circular wr symmetric, 
= 2IFWnJ)nUnJP)r if IuJ=S, Ir\J#S, InJ 
is kther circular or symmetric, 
=IZlq+l if I=J=S. 
Proof. By definition 
where Bi is a sum of terms of the form $K with K f S. This implies the first 
equation. Thus it suffices to compute (I’, I,!J~~,,,&,,). 
Suppose that I n J = +. Then (r, 8,bluJ) = 6s,InJ and the result is proved. 
Suppose that I n J # 4. Let 0 be a term in the expansion of &, such that 
(P, #rbruJ.+,,r3) # 0. Then 0 is a constituent of &, and so is a sum of terms of 
theformvKwith IKl <IIn JI. HenceifIu J#Sthen IIu JI <IS\ 
and SO by Corollary 3.4, (I’, #1vJ-mJ8) = 0 contrary to the choice of 8. There- 
fore in particular I u J = S. Hence 8 is a multiple of $InJ . Furthermore 
(r, $1vJ-1,-,J8) is the multiplicity of #lnJ in I,&. Thus if I n J # S the result 
follows from Theorem 4.5 and if I = J = S the result follows from Corollary 
5.3. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let I C S. Then 
P, #I> = 1 ifI =fj. 
= 0 if I # 9, I is .neither circula mr gvtmet&. 
= 2lFUnmI if I # S, I is eithet &c&r or symmetric. 
= lz[q+l ifI=S. 
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Proof. Let J= SinLemma6.1. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Suppose that R = 8,. Then 
Proof. Let I = E or E’ in Corollary 6.2. 
7. PR~JECTIW INDECOMPOSABLE Cmcms 
If K C S let aK denote the projective indecomposable character of G which 
corresponds to 8/K . Thus Qs = & = r and (@r , #J) = SIJ for I, J C S. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let KCS. Then 
a$ = I&’ - c (r2, #J-K)@, . 
KSS 
J-K circular oreymmetrlc 
Proof. Since l&n is a projective character it follows from the orthogonality 
relations that l$& = CJ r$K’ , $J) @J . If @K’ , $J) # 0 then by hWI 6.1 
and Corollary 6.2 
and K’ n J is either circular or symmetric unless K’ f~ J = 4. Thus 
GK’ = C cc *J-K)@J = @K + C p, #J-K)@J, 
%J KSJ 
where J ranges over sets with ] - K either circular or symmetric. The result 
follows. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let 4 # KC S. Then 
aK = rGK’ - c 21F”K’nJ)n’X’nJ)T)I~J. 
%J 
K’nJ symmetric or circular 
ad = r2 - c 
d#JM 
J symmetric or circular 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 6.2. 
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COROLLARY 7.3. Suppose that K’ contains no circular subset. Then 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 6.2 





The result follows by letting I = J n K’. 
LEMMA 7.4. Suppose that K’ contains no circular subset. Then 
@K = 1 (-2)“i’2@{K,Ib’ , (7.5) 
‘CK’ 
I=17 
@K(l) 3 = ~IK'AK'~[/Z~~K'[-IK'AK'T~/~. 
Q 
(7.6) 
Proof. Induction on 1 K’ I. If / K’ / = 0 the result is clear. By induction and 
Corollary 7.3 
r$K’ = @K + 1 c 2’f1’2(-2)‘J1’2~~(Ky~yJ)’ 
b#I~K'J~C(KuI)' 
174 J+=J 
= @K+ 1 21L1’2 c (-l)1J1’2 @(&L)’ 
d#<K' ( J@ ) 
LT=L Jr=J 
= @K + c 21L”2(-1)1L1’2r~(KyL~’ . 
This proves (7.5). 
Let (K’ n K?) = A, K’ - A = B. Let [ A / = a and 
implies that 
I B I = b Then (7.5) 
-[I112 @K(l) - = ,z, (--2)w4 
cl3 




= 3b@=/2 ,- (- ;)'1"2 = 3b8a/2 (1 _ $a'2 = 3b(jo/2 = 2o/23b+a/2 
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as required to prove (7.6). 
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COROLLARY 7.7. If K contains a circulm subset then one of the following holds. 
(i) aK = rgK# , Q(l)@ = 31g’l and K # E or E’. 
(ii) G = S&(29, K = Eor E’, QK = F& - I’andcP,(l)/qS = 3” - 1. 
Proof. Suppose that K’ is not circular. Since K is circuIar, K’ contains no 
nonempty subset which is either symmetric or circular and so the result follows 
from Lemma 7.4. If  K’ is circular then G = S&(29 and K = E or E’ by 
Lemma 4.l(iv) and I,& = $K . Hence the result follows directly from Lemma 
7.1 and Corollary 6.3. 
LEMMA 7.8. 
c?* = P- c 
d#J#S 
J CiWult~ J=JT 
where 
c=p-1 if G = SL3(29 
=--p+1 if G = SU3(29, m even, 
=3q+1 if G = SU,(29, m odd. 
Proof. By Corollary 7.7 
lJnJ’l1Q$, = C ,2lJnJ’Il2r$,, _ ar, 
dJ#J#S 
J Chub 3 circular 
where a = 0 if G = SUs(2”‘) and a = 2 if G = SL42”‘). 
I f  J = y # (b,S th en neither J nor J’ has a circular subset. Thus by Lemma 
7.4 
rn#J#S d#J#S ‘CJ# 
J=JT J=J7 LIT 
Thus the result follows from Corollary 7.2 with 
c = -a + q{l + (-1)“) - {I 2 14 + 1) = -a + 1 + 4{1 Z I - 1 - (-1)“). 
It can now be checked that c has the required value in all cases. 
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The following equations are routine consequences of the binomial theorem. 
z; (,,)(gk = (3” - 1 - (2)“. (7.9) 
2 2y#m (TJ(f,‘” = (1 + y + (1 - 4 
= @“+ (3” ifmisodd 
=(l+;)“+(l-$“-zG,” 
= 6” + (ir - 2 (gy if m is even. (7.10) 
2 &<, (2t 9 l)(Tt+l = (1+ f,” - (1 - am 
= @“- (3” ifffliseven 
=(1+;)“-(1-;)“-2(3” 
= (9” - (3” - 2 (3” if m is odd. (7.11) 
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose first that G = SL,(29. By Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, 
and 7.8 
-+$) = 4” - 2 2~m22f3m-2r (;) + ;$I (-2)k8m-k (;) - (q - 1) 
=81-33^]22~~(;)2r(;)/ +8”$)(+)m-2m+ 1. 
Thus if m is odd (7.9) and (7.10) yield that 
*d(l) - = 8” - (9’ + 1) + 6m - 
4” 
8” - (-2)” - 2”’ + 1 = 6” - 5”. 
If m is even (7.9) and (7.10) yield that 
@lb(l) - = 8”’ - (5m + 1 - 2.2”) + 6m - 8” - (-2)” - 2” + 1 = 6m - Y”. 
n” 
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Suppose next that G = S&,(2”‘). Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, and 7.8 imply that 
@d(l) 
4” 
= *a _ 2 C pttiyn-at-1 
2t+1<m 
(2t 5 1) + ;i; (--2Y8m-k (;) - c 
= 8” - 3” 12 at;<m(;)zt+l (2t “+ ,)I + 89; (f)(2)” - c. 
If m is even c = --Q + 1 and so by (7.9) and (7.11) 
@.35(l) - = 8” - (5” - 1) + 6* - 8” - (-2)m + 2” - 1 = 6”’ - 5”. 
4” 
If m is odd then c = 39 + 1 and so by (7.9) and (7.11) 
W) ~=8~-(5~-l-2.27q+6~-8=-(-2)~-3.2~-116~-51”. 
4 
This compIetes the proof of Theorem A in all cases. 
The next result shows, as mentioned in the Introduction, that certain Cartan 
invariants are easily computed. 
THEOREM 7.12. Suppose that m > 1. Let I, J Ci S with 1 I’ 1 = 1 J’ 1 = 1. 
Then c,, = 2s,, . 
Proof. Since 1 I’ 1 = 1 J’ 1 = 1 it follows that I and J are circular. As 
m > 1 Corollary 7.7 implies that QI = I& and QJ = rqJe . Thus cI, = 
(I’$,, , I?,&,,) = (P, #,$,~), If I # J then Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 6.2 imply 
that cIJ = 0. If I = J then cI, = (P, 1 + ri) = 2 by Corollary 6.2. 
Proof of Theorem B. Define 
q=r- I, 2 IJAJ’If2$J5, + c (4)lJl’9J, _ cv+, 
&J#S 
J circulsr J==JT 
where 
c=q-1 if G = SL3(2m) 
=-q+1 if G = SUs(2m), m even 
=3q+1 if G = SUa(2m), m odd. 
By Lemma 7.8, Qb = l$ Hence Theorem A implies that r](l) = 6” - 5”. 
Furthermore 
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Hence by Lemma 5.2(i) 
Cd, = (3, Q) = P, 73 = a d + (1.4, Fj,4)‘4 
= --EC + II 7A IIT4 - (7.13) 
Let 71~ = C aixi , where hi} is the set of irreducible characters of A. Then 
C ai = 71(l) and II x-i II”, = C ai2. S ince C ai is minimized when all ai are 
equal, this implies that 
II 7‘4 ll”A 2 (*)2 I A I = f$ = 
(6" - 5m)2 
42-1 * 
Theorem B is now a direct consequences of (7.13). 
8. DEGREES OF PROJECTIVE INDECOMPOSABLE CHARACTERS 
Let K&S with KI?K’#+ such that K contains circular subsets. It is 
convenient to identify F(K n KT) with a subset of ZlmZ. Let F(K n K7) = 
ULl B, , where 
(i) B, = {i, , i, + 1, i, + 2 ,..., jJ for some i, , js E Z/mZ; 
(ii) i, - I,js + 1 #F(Kn KI); 
(iii) & , i2 ,..., i,, occur in consecutive order. 
Since K contains circular sets it follows that if i, i + 1 #F(K n KT) then 
(6 j) and (i + 1, j) are both in K for exactly one value of j = 0 or 1. 
Suppose that (is - 1, k,) and ( js + 1, k,) are both in K. Define E$ = 0 or 1 
according to whether K, = K, or k, # k, . Let 1 B, I = 6, . 
K is said to be of ty$e {(bs, EJ 1 1 < s < n}. 
Observe that if K is of type {(b, , c,)} then 1 K n KT I = 2 Cy=, b, and 
I K I = m + Es”=1 b, . 
LEMMA 8.1. Let K & S with K n K7 # 4 such that K contains cindur 
$-dmts. Let {(bs , e,) 1 1 < s < n} be the ty$e of K. Then the number of circular 
subsetsIofKwith[II =m+kis 
Proof. If I is a circular subset of K then j F(I n 1’) n B, / is even if and 
only if cg = 0 for each s. Such a subset I is uniquely determined by the sets 
F(In IT) n B, for each s. If rr ,..., Y, are integers with rs = E,(mod 2) and 
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CL, rs q = K then there are (k) ways of choosing a subset of F(I n 1’) n B, of 
cardinality rs . This implies the result. 
If K’ i’I such that either K’ = S, +, or K’ does not contain circular sets or 
K’ n K’T = $ then aK(l) is given by (7.6), Theorem A, or Corollary 7.7. The 
next result handles the remaining cases. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let K’ $ S with K’ IT K’c # + such that K’ contains circulur 
subsets. Let {(bS , Ed) 1 1 < s < n} be-the type of K’ and let b = Cg, b, . Then 
1 K’ 1 = m + b and 
Proof. Define 
x= c 21K’“J\‘Z @J(l) 
GJ QS ’ 
K’nJ=(K’WT 
Y= c 
@J(l) 21(K’nJ)n(K’nJJTl/2 ___ . 
KSJ q3 
K’nJ circuhr 
By Corollary 7.2 
@K(l) 
3 
= f#‘3m-b - x _ 
4 
Y* (8.3) 
The number of sets J with K $ J, (K’ n J) = (K’ n J)I, and 1 K’ n J 1 = 2, 
is (s). Furthermore 
Since J’ $ K’ it follows that J’ contains no circular subset. Thus by Lemma 7.4 
@J(l) 
--s-- 





0 j-1 3 
2q+p-j = 2b3m ‘$l (i)(i)’ = 2b3m I($” - 11 . 
Thus 
x = 8b3m-b _ 263m 
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Since K’ # S this implies that ) J’ 1 < m and so J # E or E’. Thus by CoroIlary 
7.7, aJ(l)/@ = 31J’I. Therefore 
y = c sJ 2k3b-k = 3°C C 






By Lemma 8.1 the number of circuIar sets L C K’ with 1 L I = m + k k 
Therefore 
Now (8.4) implies the result. 
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